VISION+ N3
NDI | HX1 | Auto-tracking Live Streaming PTZ Camera

Lower Latency, Better Image
Vision N3 is the premium NDI/HX1/NDI|HX2/NDI|HX3 PTZ camera ever. Thanks to the NDI technology, we are finally able to achieve live image processing solution to reduce high latencies and clean live images.

Application

Key Features

- 1080P@60 FPS Resolution
  - Equipped with premium image processing system and Sony IMX017 sensor, to deliver high-definition video images with high sensitivity and sharpness.

- Built in auto-tracking function
  - With Vision N3 as the auto-tracking camera, you don’t need any third-party software or device. Just turn on the auto-tracking function, and the camera will track the target automatically. You can track the target accurately and steadily without any visible interference. The camera can also switch between targets automatically.

- Build-in H.265 protocol
  - The NDI/HX and PTZ data can be transmitted over NDI/HX network.

- 360°/90° Panoramic View
  - Built-in 360°/90° panoramic view function, which allows for a wider field of view and easier monitoring of the entire scene.

- NDI + (1)X 5G/4G/3G/2G/EDGE/USBB4.0 Available
  - In combination with NDI and 5G/4G/3G/2G/EDGE/USBB4.0, this NDI camera can be used in remote monitoring and control applications simultaneously.

Specifiication

- Resolution: 1080P@60 FPS
- Pixel: 2.488888x2.488888 (H) x 1.144444 (V) mm
- Focal Length: 3.3mm-17mm
- Distance: 0.5m - 15m
- Digital Zoom: 3×
- Frame Rate: 60 FPS
- Sensor: Sony IMX017
- Sensor Format: 1/2.7"
- Camera Type: MOS
- Operating Temperature: -10℃ to 40℃
- Resistant Temperature: -20℃ to 50℃
- Water-proof: IP66
- Auto-tracking: YES

Note:
- The above specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
- NDI is a trademark of NewTek Inc.
- NDI|HX is a trademark of NewTek Inc.
- NDI/NDI-HX Auto-tracking is a trademark of NewTek Inc.

Features:
- NDI/HX2/NDI|HX3
- 360°/90° Panoramic View
- Build-in H.265 protocol
- NDI + 5G/4G/3G/2G/EDGE/USBB4.0

Accessories:
- HDMI cable
- USB cable
- RS-232 cable
- RS-485 cable
- NDI cable

Thank you for choosing the VISION+ N3 Auto-tracking Live Streaming PTZ Camera.